ABSTRACT.
PRELIMINARIES
In what follows,all semigroups are supposed to have a unit element and a zero (absorbent) element 0,such that a.0=O.a=0 for all elements a in the semigroup. In any semigroup we can adjoint a zero element if it does not already have one,without changing its structure. We remark that in each semigroup and 0 are unique. DEFINITION 1. We say that a semigroup S is ordered if it is supplied with an order such that:
i.
For a,b,c in S, a<bcacb and acbc. [[a+b[[ :[a+b+l [:[(a+l We remark that Coffi in his construction supposes the semigroup to be commutative.
The ring R is not supposed to be necessarilly commutative,but with an identity element i.
The details can be found in Coffi [I The idea is the following:For each a in R,its "value" lal is A(a). So I...l:R C=S. Moreover S is totally ordered by the total order defined as follows: For a,b in R lal Ibl if A(a)A(b). 
